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Abstract 

Unlike English, French and Yoruba languages share some common linguistic features and are closer in 

structure, morphology and culture. Existing studies have attempted the convergence and divergence nature 

of French and Yoruba languages in lexis, grammatical structure and culture with little attention paid to 

their phonetic and orthographic composition. Anchored on Transformational Generative Grammar, this 

study however, examines the transformation of elision in French and Yoruba languages with a view to 

identifying the point of divergence in the process of elision in the two languages. This paper concludes that 

though all languages have certain fundamental things in common, no two languages can share exactly the 

same qualities in structural, morphological and phonological composition no matter how close they may 

be. 
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Introduction 

 The basic characteristics of every language 

are pointers that all human languages have 

universal properties as mechanisms of thought 

formation and expression. The biblical allusion 

to the etymology of human language explains the 

reason for multilingualism. In the beginning, 

humans across the universe spoke one common 

language as marks of unity and comradeship. 

The story of the Tower of Babel in the Bible 

initiated the issues of multilingualism in human 

languages when the people of Shinar were 

dispersed and confused in their attempt to build 

the Tower of Babel. The Holy Bible in Genesis 

11 verses 1- 9 presents the story as follows: 

In the beginning, the whole earth was of 

one speech unified language. And it came to 

pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they 

found a plain in the land of Shinar; and they 

dwelt there. Then they said one to another, 

“Come, let us make bricks, and bake them 

thoroughly”. They had brick for stone, and they 

had asphalt for mortar. And they said, “Come, let 

us build ourselves a city, and a tower, whose top 

may reach unto heavens; and let us make us  a  

name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad 

over the face of the  whole  earth”. But the Lord 

came down to see the city and the tower, which 

the children of men built. And the Lord said: 

 “Indeed the people are one  and  they 

all have one language, and this is what 

they begin to do; now nothing that  they  

propose  to  do  will be  withheld  from 

them. “Come, let Us go down and there 

confuse their language, that they may 

not understand one another‟s speech”. 

So the Lord scattered them abroad from 

there over the face of all the earth, and 

they ceased building the city. 

Therefore, its name is called Babel, 

because there the Lord confused the 

language of all the earth; and from there 

the Lord scattered them abroad over the 

face of all the earth”.  

  (NKJV 11 vs 1 – 9) 

Morphologically and phonologically, languages 

differ from one another but with a closer look, 

one observes that human languages share similar 

features and characteristics in context. For 

example, all known languages have letter 

symbols (graphology), sounds symbols 

(phonetics and phonology), methods of forming 

words (morphology), method of combining 

words and rules guiding such combination into 

sentences (syntax) to mention a few which gives 

such language a visual and semantic 

representation that may be complex but detailed. 

Thus, every language in the world has phonemes 

that are combined to produce sounds and words 

in a meaningful way. These phonemes (vowels 
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and consonants) create a difference in the 

meaning of words.  

 As much as varieties of language are similar 

in characteristics and functions, they may differ 

in some features as linguistic categories that one 

constitute may not be prominent, of necessity or 

found in another and in cases where this occurs, 

one can create new words or vocabulary to 

express what one means and possibly introduce a 

linguistic category that was earlier not found in 

the language. In essence, any thought or 

imagination can be meaningfully expressed in 

any human language. This observation, however, 

confirms linguists‟ belief that human languages 

are extremely alike in their functions, form, style 

and speech sound through which their beliefs at 

the non-figurative level and under the surface 

disparities are revealed. Languages, thus, are 

extremely alike in form and function and are 

conventional to generally accepted rules. 

 French and Yoruba languages share some 

features that are common to other human 

languages. Hence, Folorunso A.K. (2016) refers 

to them as linguistic twin sisters. Unlike English 

language, these two languages exhibit the same 

features in structure, accents and culture. French 

and Yoruba languages are similar in the way 

their vocalic phonemes are combined to form a 

sound. Yoruba language (èdè Yorùbá) belongs to 

the Niger-Congo family of languages; one of the 

biggest language groups in the country. It is a 

tonal language with very little inflectional 

morphology and a strict “subject-verb-object” 

word order. Awoniyi (1995:43) asserts that from 

approximately 400 languages spoken in Nigeria, 

Yoruba maintains a special status. Yoruba is a 

language spoken in south-western Nigeria, 

Benin, Togo, United Kingdom, Brazil and 

United States of America. It is most closely 

related to the Itsekiri language, spoken in the 

Niger Delta and Igala, in central Nigeria. It is 

also one of the biggest language groups in the 

country, in two neighbouring countries: Benin 

and Togo. It is the most documented West 

African language especially in the south-western 

states of Nigeria and as Bamgbose (1996) opines, 

it is the first African language to have a written 

grammar and a dictionary. Awoniyi (1995) 

concludes that at present, Yoruba language has 

more or less a common base, owing to the 

system of writing and writing rules. Thus, the 

first regulations and rules for Yoruba writing 

were invented in 1884 when Bishop Samuel 

Ajayi Crowther (a Yoruba bishop) translated a 

copy of the bible from English into Yoruba 

language for the first time.  

 

French is a Romance language of the Indo-

European family. It evolved from the spoken 

Latin in Gaul. French is an official language in 

twenty nine (29) countries across five different 

continents. It is spoken as a first language in 

France, Canadian provinces of Quebec, Ontario 

and New Brunswick as well as other 

Francophone regions, Belgium,  western 

Switzerland, Monaco, some parts of the United 

States and in other communities. 

 The word “elision”, has its root and 

etymology from the Latin word “elidere”. Elision 

refers to the dropping of a middle, end letter or 

syllable in a word and it is replaced with an 

apostrophe. It is the blending together of two 

words with the aid of an inserted apostrophe to 

give contraction of words. Crystal (2003:18) 

defines elision as the omission of sounds in 

connected speech. Thus, elision is the 

characteristic of rapid connected speech as it is 

used for making the pronunciation of sounds 

easy in connected speech. Underhill (1998:61) 

opines that elision is a natural result of the 

speech organs cutting corners in connected 

speech, mainly to word boundaries. Adebowale 

et al (2001:1), while viewing elision in Yoruba 

language, are of the opinion that “ìpàróje ni pípa 

ìró fáwéélì tàbí kónsónántì je nínú òrò kan tàbí 

láàrín òrò méjì nígbàtí a bá n sáré sòrò” which 

is roughly translated as follows “the dropping of 

a vowel or a consonant sound in a word or 

between two words when speaking”. 

 Elision is the removal or deletion of a sound 

or an unstressed syllable from a word or phrase 

for the purpose of decreasing the number of 

letters or syllables when they are combined. The 

elision of vowel and consonant sounds is an 

important phenomenon in the phonetic evolution 

of languages as it is one of the robust processes 
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in language structure. In linguistics, elision is the 

omission of one or more sounds which includes a 

vowel, a consonant, or a whole syllable in a word 

or phrase. Usually, elisions are frequently used in 

prose and poetry with the aim of creating a 

regular flow or rhythmic pattern. However, some 

forbidden elisions are used in informal French, 

which are never accepted in standard French but 

these elisions are common in literary works of 

new generation Francophone African writers 

such as Sony Labou Tansi, Calixthe Beyala, and 

Ahmadou Kourouma. 

Theoretical framework 
 This study is anchored on the theories of 

Transformational Generative Grammar (TGG) 

propounded by Noam Chomsky. This theory 

explains the nature of language knowledge and 

its ability as it describes the pattern for word 

inflection and relatively-minor variations in the 

universal pattern of words combination in human 

language. This theory also gives insight into the 

intended underlying linguistic structures as a 

model for the processes through which the 

human mind constructs and understands 

sentences. It involves the generation of 

combination of words and the use of defined 

transformations to produce new words which 

follow the phonological form of a sentence.  

Elision in French 

 In French, elision refers to the suppression of 

a final unstressed vowel, usually /ₔ/, immediately 

before another word that begins with a vowel. To 

Grevisse (2007:236), it is sometimes the 

dropping of a final consonant /s/ in certain words 

when it is followed by a consonant. Elision 

occurred regularly in Latin but these were not 

formally written. Thus, like all languages 

change, in the phonetic evolution of modern 

French from Latin, elision of vowel and 

consonant sounds became very important and 

were graphically represented. For example, the 

words “hostel, espee, and escole” in the old 

French have undergone the process of elision in 

modern French and are now written as; hôtel, 

épée, and école, respectively. Where consonant 

sound, „s‟ is elided and compensated by 

lengthening the vowel with an accent. This 

vowel lengthening method has however, 

overruled the removal of consonant sounds in 

elision. Thus the words are so written, in modern 

French. With this, elision in French refers to the 

suppression of a final unstressed vowel 

immediately before another word that begins 

with a vowel or a silent „h‟. 

 In written French, elision obligatorily occurs 

between two words when there are two 

pronounced vowel sounds following each other 

(where the first word ends with a vowel and the 

second word begins with a vowel). Let us 

consider these. 

Elision occurs compulsorily in French when: 

* the definite articles ‘le’ and ‘la’ comes before a word that begins with a vowel or a 

   silent „h‟. 

      Ex:   Le arbre ………….. L‟arbre         (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

              Le homme ………..  L‟homme      (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

              La horloge ………..  L‟horloge      (vowel letter „a‟ for sound /a/ is elided) 

              La amie …………… L‟amie          (vowel letter „a‟ for sound /a/ is elided) 

              La église …………... L‟église        (vowel letter „a‟ for sound /a/ is elided) 

              La école ………….... L‟école         (vowel letter „a‟ for sound /a/ is elided) 

 

* the subject pronouns ‘Je’ and ‘Ce’ occur before the verb that begins with a vowel or a 

   silent „h‟ 

  Ex:    Je habite ……………..       J‟habite  (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

          Elle se habille bien …..       Elle s‟habille bien (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

           Ce était génial …………… C‟était génial   (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

           Je ai dormi ……………..   J‟ai dormi         (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

           Ce est dommage ………..  C‟est dommage  (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 
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 the object pronouns ‘me,  te, se, le and la’ occur before a word or verb that begin with a vowel or a silent 

„h‟. 

      Ex:   Jean se est rasé ---------- Jean s‟est rasé   (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

              Je me appelle ……….… Je m‟appelle    (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

              Il te a téléphoné ……… Il t‟a téléphoné (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

           Vous la avez trouvé … Vous l‟avez trouvé (vowel letter „a‟ for sound /a/ is elided) 

 

* the negative marker ‘ne’ occurs before a verb that begins with a vowel or a silent „h‟. 

    Ex:         Elle ne arrête pas de parler ………….… Elle n‟arrête pas de parler  

                                                                                 (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

                 Nous ne habitons pas à Lagos ………….. Nous n‟habitons pas à Lagos. 

                                                                                (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

                 Tu ne as pas content ……………….    Tu n‟as pas content 

                                                                               (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

* the preposition ‘de’ occurs before a word or verb that begins with a vowel or a silent „h‟ 

   Ex:   Comme de habitude ……. Comme d‟habitude (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

           Un verre de eau …………… Un verre d‟eau (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

            Le père de Albert ………… Le père d‟Albert (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

 

 the relative pronoun „que‟ and its variants (lorsque, jusque, puisque, quoique, après que, bien que) preceeds 

any word or verb that starts with a vowel. 

      Ex:   Que as-tu dit?   ………….. Qu‟as-tu dit?  

                                                     (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

      Il ne aime pas le bébé parce que il crie….. Il n‟aime pas le bébé parce qu‟il crie 

                                                                  (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

      Il ne nous reste que une semaine ……………….. Il nous reste qu‟une semaine 

                                                                     (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

      Elle est allée jusque à Paris …………….…. Elle est allée jusqu‟à Paris 

                                                                     (vowel letter „e‟ for sound /ₔ/ is elided) 

 

 the conjunction „si‟ is put before pronouns „il‟ and „ils‟ only, but if it is put with other forms of pronouns 

like: „elle’, ‘on’, ‘elles’, elision is forbidden. 

      Ex:  Si il te plaît     …………. S‟il te plait (vowel letter „i‟ for sound /i/ is elided) 

            Si ils aiment les chats …………. S‟ils aiment les chats 

                                                                (vowel letter „i‟ for sound /i/ is elided) 

 

  Consequently, elision permanently 

occurs in some compound words in French and 

these words such as „aujourd‟hui‟ and 

„quelqu‟un‟ have the concept of a single word, 

that is „today‟ and „someone‟ respectively. On 

the contrary, as compulsory and of necessity as 

elision is used in French, it must not occur before 

a word that begins with an aspirated „h‟. 

Examples include: le héro, le havre, la hâte. 

 Moreover, some forbidden elisions are used 

in informal French, which are never accepted in 

standard French. They are frequently used in 

prose and poetry with the aim of creating a 

regular flow or rhythmic pattern. Also, in 

informal French, there exists elision between the 

second-person subject pronoun „tu‟ before the 

verbs „avoir‟ and „etre‟ and the particle of 

negation „ne‟. However, this is non-structural in 

formal writing but common in the works of art of 

new generation African writers such as Sony 

Labou Tansi, Calixthe Beyala, Ahmadou 

Kourouma, with an aesthetic purpose of 

subverting the rigidity that pervades French 

language morphology and structural rules. 
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Ex:   Pourquoi t‟es si vieille? Qu‟est-ce que t‟as à 

me dire, Tapoussière? (PFR p.56) 

          T‟es vraiment sage, mon p‟tit. Qu‟Allah te 

protège ! (MAA p.16) 

 

Elision in Yoruba (Ìpàróje) 

Elision in Yoruba is known as “Ìpàróje”. Elision in Yoruba refers to the deletion of a vowel or a consonant 

sound or letter in a word, or between two words when speaking in quick succession. Elision of a sound or 

letter in Yoruba occurs: 

 in a single word. 

   Ex:  Adékúnlé ………..        „Dékúnlé    (vowel sound /a/ for letter „a‟ is elided) 

                 Ifátókun  ………… „Fátókun    (vowel sound/i/ for letter „i‟ is elided) 

                 Ọmóremí ………… „Móremí     (vowel sound /Ͻ/ for letter „ǫ‟ is elided) 

                 Iyàrá ……………..  „Yàrá          (vowel sound /i/ for letter „i‟ is elided) 

                Àdúrà ……………    Àdúà          (consonant sound /r/ for letter „r‟ is elided) 

                Omolúwàbí ………   Omolúàbí   (consonant sound /w/ for letter „w‟ is elided) 

                Adìye ……………..  Adìe           (consonant sound /j/ for letter „y‟ is elided) 

 between two words. 

     Ex:         Bó ojú ………… Bójú (vowel sound /o/ for letter „o‟ is elided) 

                  Ojú ilé …………. Ojúlé (vowel sound /i/ for letter „i‟ is elided) 

                  Kó aso ………….. Káso (vowel sound /o/ for letter „o‟ is elided) 

                  Ję èbà ………….. Jèbà (vowel sound /ᶓ/ for letter „e‟ is elided) 

 

 in a sentence 

                Ex:  Adé rí ibi gbé ……….. Adéríbigbé 

                       (6 syllables)                  (5 syllables) 

 

                 Olúwa tó mi i sín ……………….. Olúwatósìn 

                        (7 syllables)                         (5 syllables) 

Elision in French and Yoruba (élision and ìparóje): A comparison   

As with several human languages, there is an undeniable affinity between French language and Yoruba 

language. In French and Yoruba languages, when elision occurs: 

1. at least a sound is elided. 

                     French                                                       Yoruba 

le ami == l‟ami (vowel „e‟ is elided)                 Adìye == Adìe  (consonant „y‟ is elided) 

la école == l‟école (vowel „a‟ is elided)            Iyàrá == Yàrá (vowel „i‟ is elided) 

la orange == l‟orange (vowel „a‟ is elided)       Olórun == Olóun (consonant „r‟ is elided) 

 

2. syllables must be reduced. 

    French Yoruba 

Je ai lu le livre ------- J‟ai lu le livre Mo ka ìwé ------------- Mo kàwé 

(5 syllables)     -------  (4 syllables) (4 syllables) ---------   (3 syllables) 

 

      Ce est la vie    --------  C‟est la vie Olúwa tó mí i sìn ….. Olúwatósìn 

     (4 syllables) ………    (3 syllables)                                     (7 syllables) ……  (5 syllables) 

 

    Le enfant crie …….. L‟enfant crie                                   Mo je óúnje  --------- Mo jeun 

    (4 syllables) ……… (3 syllables)                                     (5 syllables) --------  (3 syllables) 
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3. it does not change the meaning of the word in which the elision occurs. 

   Ex:   French : Ce est la vie …………. C‟est la vie (This is life) 

           Yoruba: Ade ri ibi gbe ……….. Aderibigbe (Ade has a place of abode) 

 

The dichotomy of elision in French and 

Yoruba languages 

 French and Yoruba languages exhibit distinct 

similarity in that elision of sound occurs in the 

two languages. The manner of sound elision in 

these two languages, however, differs. Going by 

the structural rule of the two languages, elision in 

Yoruba often occurs when the speaker is fast in 

speaking or to reveal the robust nature of the 

language. Nonetheless, it is a compulsory 

structural rule in French certain context which 

cannot be overlooked. 

 

Unlike in English language where elisions come 

naturally and are often a deliberate act, elision in 

French obligatorily occurs between two words 

which are placed side by side while in Yoruba, 

elision occurs in a single word, two words placed 

side by side or in a sentence. Let us consider the 

following instances. 

Elision of sound/letter in words 

 Structurally, elision in French must 

obligatorily occur in the minimum between two 

words which include a noun phrase (an article + 

a noun), subject and verb or vice versa; in which 

the suppressed vowel is replaced with an 

apostrophe but on the contrary in Yoruba, elision 

is optional and can occur in at least a single word 

(especially nouns).  

     * Elision in a Single word: 

                                      French                                            Yoruba 

        Le enfant …….. L‟enfant                               Adékúnlé ……….. „Dékúnlé 

      (2 words: Article + Noun = Enfant)                (1 word: Noun  (Name of a person)  

                                                          

       La armoire …….. L‟armoire                           Iyàrá ………… „Yàrá 

  (2 words: Article + Noun = Cupboard)         (1 word: Noun (Name of a thing = A room)  

                                                          

      Le oiseau ……..  L‟oiseau                               Adìye ………… Adìe 

     (2 words: Article + Noun = Bird)               (1 word: Noun  (Name of a thing = A room) 

 

 Elision between Subject and Verb of a Sentence: 

In French, elision occurs between the subject and the verb while in Yoruba there can never be elision 

between the subject and the verb because Yoruba verbs are obligatorily consonant-initial.   

Ex:  

                                  French                                               Yoruba 

        Je aime …….. J‟aime                          Mo féràn  ……….. Mo féràn 

      (2 words: Subject + Verb = I love)     (2 words:  Subject + Verb = I love)  

                                                          

      Je habite …….. J‟habite                         Mò n gbé ………… Mò n gbé 

     (2 words: Subject + Verb = I live)         (3 words: Subject + Verb = I live)  

                                                          

            Je écoute ………. J‟écoute                     Mo te eti …………. Mo tétí 

        (2 words: Subject + Verb = I listen)       (3 words: Subject + Verb + noun = I listen) 

 

Elided letters 

There is a contrast in the elided letters in French and Yoruba languages. In modern French, consonant 

sounds/letters are not elided but the vowels. The most commonly elided vowel sounds are /a/, /i/ and /e/ 

while both the vowel and consonant sounds are elided in Yoruba. It is of importance however to note that 
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any of the vowel letters in Yoruba: “a, e, e, i, o, o, u” can be elided but out of the 19 consonant letters, only 

9 consonants are elided in Yoruba and these include: “d, h, k, r, s, s, t, w, y”.  

 

             Àdúrà …………… Àdúà          (consonant sound /r/ for letter „r‟ is elided) 

             Omolúwàbí ……… Omolúàbí   (consonant sound /w/ for letter „w‟ is elided) 

             Adìye …………….. Adìe           (consonant sound /j/ for letter „y‟ is elided) 

 

However, as Bamgbose (1965), Badejo (1986) and Pulleyblank (1988) attest that vowel sound /i/ is most 

often deleted when juxtaposed with another vowel across word or morpheme in standard Yoruba language;  

the vowel sound /ₔ/ is most often deleted in French. 

 

Ex:  

                       French Yoruba 

              Le enfant ……….L‟enfant                       Gbé igi ………… Gbégi 

       Ce  est ……..…… C‟est                             Ra iyò …………. Rayò 

             Je habite ………… J‟habite                        Jí  isu  ………….. Jísu 

             Le éléphant ……….. L‟éléphant               Oní isu …………. Onísu 

 

Consequently, it is a rule in French that an 

unstressed vowel at the end of a word that is 

being followed by a stressed or an aspirated „h‟ 

must be elided. However, elision of vowel letters 

are prominent in French because majority of 

French verbs are vowel and silent „h‟ initial 

while this is not a case in Yoruba where all the 

verbs are consonant-initial based on the 

morphological rule in Yoruba language.  

                                                                             

In the same vein in Yoruba, when the vowel of 

two different words placed side by side ( where 

the first word ends with a vowel and the second 

word begins with a vowel) are the same, either of 

the vowels of the two words can be elided. In 

French, it is on the contrary since the rule 

compels that the vowel that ends the first word 

must be elided. Let us consider the table below 

where V1 is the vowel of the first word and V2 is 

the vowel of the second word. 

Ex:  

                                       French       Yoruba 

                           Ce    est  ………... C‟est              Gba    àga ………….  Gbága 

                            V1   V2                                            V1  V2  

                        Le enfant …… L‟enfant                    Jí  isu ………. Jísu 

                   Le élephant ……… L‟éléphant            Gbé  ewé ……….. Gbéwé 

       Un verre de eau ……… Un verre d‟eau           Ká aso ………  Káso 

 

Also, the compelled nature of elision of 

sound/letter between a first and a second word in 

French is unrealistic in certain context in Yoruba 

as the elision of the last vowel of the first word 

in most of the words in Yoruba will give the 

word an incomprehensible meaning. 

              Ex:   pa iro ……….. paro and not  piro 

Use of Apostrophe 

In French, elision is an orthographic convention 

by which the deletion of a vowel is reflected in 

writing and indicated with an apostrophe while 

in Yoruba language, the use of apostrophe is 

unsolicited. In other words, the use of an 

apostrophe signals elision in French (Grevisse, 

2007: 49,130) while the use of an apostrophe to 

represent an elided sound is not pronounced in 

Yoruba. However, elision of unstressed vowels 

(usually sound /ₔ/) is common in the French 

language and must be indicated orthographically 

with an apostrophe. 
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                                 French      Yoruba 

Je ai lave les habilles ------- J‟ai lavé les habilles   Mo fo aso ------------ Mo foso  

Ce est ------------- C‟est                                                  E yi i ni --------- Èyíni 

 La épouse du roi ---------  L‟épouse du roi                   Aya oba ------- Ayaba 

 Je te aime  ……………   Je t‟aime                              Mo ní ìfé re………. Mo nífè re 

 

 

Stressed and unstressed vowel  

In French, it is always the last unstressed vowel usually /ₔ/ of the first word that is elided to be replaced by 

an apostrophe but in Yoruba, it is either of the two words and in most cases it is the stressed vowel of the 

second word and does not compulsorily need an apostrophe. 

 

                            French          Yoruba 

           Ce est  ………. C‟est                                   Ka ìwe ………. Kàwé 

           Je habite --------- J‟habite                             Aya oba ………. Ayaba 

          Il me appelle ------- Il m‟appelle                   Bó ojú ………. Bójú 

 

Moreover, in Yoruba, elision occurs when the speaker is fast in speaking thus it is not compulsory but in 

French it is a compulsory grammatical rule in certain context in the language. For instance, in Yoruba, 

there is no mark of distinction between the formal and informal writing but in French there is a mark of 

distinction. Also, sometimes in Yoruba, the vowels of either of the two words that are side by side (that is 

the vowel that end a first word and the vowel that begins the second word) are interchanged in elision 

process and yet the words are meaningful and acceptable in the community but this is never a custom in 

French. 

Ex:  

                           French                             Yoruba 

        Ce est …………. Ce‟st                       So òrò ………… sòrò     either of the vowels 

        Le éléphant …….. Le‟léphant             Gbé esè …… gbésè              has been elided 

        La armoire ………. La‟rmoire            Gba iná …….. gbiná/gbaná           V1 / V2   

        Je écoute ……..… J‟écoute                 Wa okò ……….. wokò/wakò       has been 

        La arbre …………. L‟arbre                 Pa egan …….. pègàn / pàgàn        elided 

 

These French sentences above are incomprehensible because the Yoruba rule of eliding either of the 

stressed vowels is not applicable to French. However, the Yoruba contracted words are possible and 

comprehensible though some are homonyms, while some have different meanings (especially when 

changed to idioms). 

Ex:                                            gbina  (v1 „a‟ is elided)   

             Gba   ina                                                                (to catch fire)         

                V1  V2                    gbana  (v2 „i‟ is elided)   

           

:                                           woko  (v1 „a‟ is elided)  --        to board a cab 

             Wa   oko                                                                     

               V1  V2                    wako  (v2 „o‟ is elided)  --      to drive a cab   

         

:                                               kile (v1 „o‟ is elided) – to build a house  

               Ko   ile                                                                       

                V1  V2                    kole  (v2 „i‟ is elided) – greet the entire household  
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:                                             gbodo  (v1 „a‟ is elided) – to carry a mortar  

             Gbe  odo                                                                      

                V1  V2                    gbedo  (v2 „i‟ is elided) – to carve a mortar   

 

           

:                                               gbile  (v1 „a‟ is elided) – to be well rooted  

             Gba   ile                                                                       

                V1  V2                    gbale  (v2 „i‟ is elided) – to hijack a land / to be well rooted            

       

Elision in a Sentence  

In Yoruba language, the elision of a sound or letter can turn a sentence to just one word (especially a noun), 

however, this elision process cannot be expressed in French. 

 Ex:   Adé rí íbi gbé ………………        Adéríbígbe / Déríbigbé  

         Olúwa tó mi i sín ……………….. Olúwatósìn 

 

Conclusion 

 We have demonstrated in this article that 

phonology is about patterns of sounds. Different 

patterns of sounds in different languages or 

within each language and/or different patterns of 

sound in different positions in words. It is the 

term used for the study of the speech sounds 

used in a particular language. Considering the 

fact that a given sound has a different function or 

status in the sound patterns of different 

languages, this study is an insight on French and 

Yoruba phonology. It is concerned with the 

conditions that govern the elision of sound in the 

two languages in question. The word “elision” 

describes the dropping of vowel and consonant 

letters in French and Yoruba languages. It is 

possible to elide a single phoneme or a whole 

syllable in the two languages but while only 

vowel sounds/letters are elided in French, both 

consonant and vowels can be elided in Yoruba.  

It is also observed that the elided letters in 

Yoruba are more than that of French. Elision in 

French unlike in Yoruba is structurally 

compulsory in certain context. While  the 

structural rule of French language compels the 

use of apostrophe as a replacement of an elided 

letter, the use of apostrophe is ignored and not 

reckoned with as a replacement of an elided 

letter in Yoruba. The paper however, concludes 

that of a truth, sometimes elision in French is 

similar to that in Yoruba language nevertheless, 

it can be hypothesised that the differences 

between French and Yoruba types of elision are 

more than the similarities. 
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